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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the equations of gas dynamics in Lagrangian coordinates 
r 
g+$=o, 
tjzl au ---= 
at ax 0, 
$E+qLo, 
(1.1) 
t>O,--uci<x<m, 
p = p@, 4, 2 < 0, g > 0, 
where U, ci > 0, p > 0, e and s are respectively the velocity, specific volume, 
pressure, internal energy and entropy of the gas, and E = e f +A~ is the total 
energy of the gas. The assumption ap/av < 0 and the thermodynamics relation 
de = -pdw + Tds imply that system (1.1) is /zyperboZic. That is, a(p, -z1, pzi)/ 
a(u, z’, E) has real and distinct eigenvalues A, = -(-ap/an)l/P, A, = 0, 
A, = (-@/Sv)lie. We denote by I 1 , r2 , r3 the corresponding right eigenvectors. 
A free piston is placed at s = 0. We note that although the position of the 
piston is not known a priori, in Lagrangian coordinates the piston is fixed. The 
gas for N < 0 may diffm from the gas for s > 0. That is, p(w, s) is a smooth 
function for x A 0. The initial data are prescribed at t = 0: 
(21(X, O), V(X, O), E(.Y, 0)) = (U&c), V&z), z&(X)), 
%J(--0) = %?(-tO), 
(1.2) 
for some given functions (U&X), V,,(X), E,(X)). The piston is accelerated by the 
difference between the pressure on either side of the piston: 
du(0, t) 
~ = 74P(--0, t> -P(+-0, t)), dt 
t > 0, 
U(f0, t) = u(-0, t)j= u(0, t), 
(1.3) 
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where IPZ is the mass of the piston. In general (1.1) N (1.3) does not have smooth 
solutions. By solutions we mean weak solutions in the distributional sense. 
The purpose of thisjpaper is to construct the solution of the problem (1.1) N 
(1.3) and study its asymptotic behavior. We set 
T.V. = total var {(Us, Z+,(X), E,(X)] x > 0) 
+ total var ((zlg(‘lc)? Q(X), E,(x))\ x < 0} 
+ I P&--o) - Po(+w 
It is shown in Theorem 3.1 that if T.V. is sufficiently small, then (1.1) N (1.3) 
has a global solution with bounded variation, Furthermore, in Theorems 5.1 
and 5.2, we prove that the solution converges pointwise to the linear super- 
position of traveling waves, shock waves and rarefaction waves as time tends to 
infinity. These shock and rarefaction waves are determined by the Riemann 
problem (1.1) with 
((4x, O), 4% o>, qx, 0)) 
= ((%(-m), %(--a), &I(- Co)), for I < 0, 
= ((%I(+ co), v,(+ co>, J%+ Co)), for .1c > 0. 
(% p)(--0, t> = (u, P)(-w, 0, t > 0. (1.4) 
In particular, the asymptotic behavior of the velocity and pressure of the gas 
depends only on the value of the initial data at x = &co. Consequently the 
difference between the pressure on either side of the piston and thus the 
acceleration of the piston tend to zero. When the initial data (1.2) coincide with 
the Riemann data (1.4) outside a finite interval, the solution converges pointwise 
to elementary waves at algebraic rates. If, moreover, (us, ~a)(--co) = (u, , pJ(+ CD), 
then the solution converges, in the &-norm, to the linear superposition of 
travelling waves and N-waves. 
In this paper we carry out our analysis for solutions obtained by Glimm’s 
scheme [l] which is described in Section 3. To incorporate the boundary 
condition (1.3) at the piston, we modify the scheme on x := 0, (3.3) and (3.4). The 
existence of the solution is proved using a nonlinear functional which measures 
the amount of interactions and the potential stored at the piston, (3.15). The 
local estimates on wave interactions, Theorem 2.1, and relations between the 
potential stored at the piston and the amount of waves hitting or leaving the 
piston are described in Section 2. These estimates are used in Section 3 to prove 
the existence of the solution. In Section 4 we study the global wave interactions. 
At the end of this section we remark that for linearized gas equations the accelera- 
tion of the piston decays at an exponential rate and the solution does not tend 
to simple form. For general nonlinear gas equations (1 .l) in general the non- 
linear wave interaction decays only at algebraic rate (cf. Liu [3]). On the other 
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hand, the nonlinearity condition Pvv(v, s) > 0 implies waves combine and 
cancel and the solution tends to simple form. The asymptotic behavior of the 
solution is studied in Section 5 using the above results. This is motivated by 
Liu [3], in which we study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the initial 
value problem for general conservation laws. 
I want to thank Professor Joel A. Smaller for drawing my attention to this 
problem. 
2. LocaL INTER~~~~TI~N 
The forward (backward) rm.efaction czlrve R,(zd, , o0 , Eao)(R,(~a , v,, , &,)) is 
the integral curve of ra(~)(r~(u)) through (uO, v,, , E,,). The forward (backward) 
shock curve Sa(u, , vu , E,,)(S,(u, , z0 , Es)) is the Rankine-Hugoniot curve 
through (x0 , zla ? I?,): 
(R-W (P-Pot u-lcO,pu-p&,) =u(lc-14Mg,-v-j-+~,E-EO), 
for all (u, c, E) E S,(u, , a, , E,)(S,(zr, , v, , E,)) and for some positive (negative) 
scalar cr = D(U~ , ZIP , E,, ; U, v, E), the shock speed. It is noted that the equation of 
state for x < 0 d@eers from the equation of state for x > 0. Thus shock and 
rarefaction curves for x < 0 differ from those for E > 0. Our estimates in 
this section hold for any smooth equation of state. It is well known that 
&(uo 7 vo 3 Eo), i = 1,3, is second order tangent to lii(uo , v. , E,) at (u, , v. , Eo) 
and for (u. v. E) E Si(zlo , v. , E,) 
4~0 , “0 3 Eo ; zc, u, v, E) = &(u, , v. , E,) + A&, u, E)] 
$ O(l)[I u - u. jB + j T.’ - v. j2 + ! E - E, 17. 
(2.1) 
,4 state (u, v, E) is connected to (u. , go , E,) on the left by a rarefaction (shock) 
wave (u,, , no, EO ; U, v, E) with characteristic speed A, (shock speed U) if 
(~7 v?, Ej E Wo , vo > Eoj(&(u, , v,, , Eo)) and u > zlo (U < uo). A state (u, v, E) 
is connected to (u. , v. , E,) by a contact discontinuity (u. , u. , E. ; u, v, E) with 
speedh,=Oif~=zoandp=p,. 
The Riemann probIem (ZQ , vt , E, ; u,. , vu,. , ET) is the initial value problem 
(1.1) with data 
(4.~ 9, v(x, O), E(.2’, 0)) = (u, , vz , 6) for x (0 
= (zcr , v, , E,.) for x>O 
where (ZQ , z’~ , EJ and (Us , ZI, , ET) are constant states. The Riemann problem is 
solved in the class of elementary waves described above. We find states 
h?, > vnz > Ed 2nd (u, , v’, , En) so that the solution of ficE , z2 , E, ; u,. ) v,. , I$) 
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consists of a backward wave ((ZQ , vII , E,), (urn , v, , E,)), a contact discontinuity 
((%z , %a > -%a), (% 7 % , E,)) and a forward wave ((u,~ , v, , E,), (ul., vu, , E,)). 
The strength of forward and backward waves is measured by the characteristic 
speeds; and that of contact discontinuities is measured by the entropy: 
(uz , vz , Ez ; q. , vu, , E,), = -‘“(I; ’ ‘%) )I” _ ( -‘“t; 3 bx) ),,, 
(uz > VI > El ; u, , v, , ET)2 = s,z - s,, 
(uz , 01, Et ; u,, > vi. , ,Q3 = ( -‘“k ’ sF))1’2 - ( 
-2p(v sn) we av” ’ ) 
It is noted that shock waves have negative strength and rarefaction waves have 
positive strength. The following theorem on wave interactions is proved by 
implicit function theorem and is due to Glimm [l] and Liu [3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. suppose that (~1, *z , Ed, (G , *, , -Cd and (uT , *, , ET) aYe 
fzearby states. Then for some bound O(1) depending only on the system (1.1): 
zuhere Q = 0, + Qn measures the effect of ilzteractions of waves of the same families 
and of d#erent families: 
Q&J, ; rr?n ; UT) = l(Lrz > ~nd3NUm 9 U,Jl I + wm 3 Q-)2 II 
+ KU, > wJ2 I I(&?, 7 Ur), I? 
Qs(Uz ; u*rL ; UJ == Q,‘( CT, ; Urn ; U,.) + Q:(u, ; Vi, ; u,), 
Q,i(Uz ; urn ; G) = PTz , GJi + (Urn , U,.h I” 
- I(U,, , U,.)i I3 if (UL , U& ,( 0 and (U, , U,)i < 0, 
=Oif(U,, U&>Oand(U,, U,.)i>O, 
= / min((Uz , U,& , (U,, , U,)J]” - / min(O,(Uz , UnJi 
+ (K , U,.),)l” ;f (U, , Um),(U, , rr,), < 0, i = 1, 3, 
(2.3) 
zlhere U, denotes (uz , vZ , El), etc. 
The following lemma describes the relation between the incoming wave and 
reflecting wave around the piston. We only treat the case where the incoming 
wave is a backward wave, the other case is similar. 
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LEMM 2.2. Suppose that LTl , U, , U, are nearby states, ( Ul , U2) a backward 
shock or rarefactiorz wave, and (Ci, , U,) a forward wave. Then there exists D, = 
Di(U, , U, , U,), i = 1, 2, 3, bound and positive, such that 
Proof. Let U, E S,(U,) u R3( U,) be so chosen that (U, 7 UJ is a forward 
wave and uq = ZQ . We first note that if the lemma holds when U, = Ua , then 
it also holds when U, + U, , since both u and p are strictly monotone along any 
shock and rarefaction curves as easily seen by direct c.alculation. We therefore 
assume that Us = U, , that is, ua = 1~~ . We further assume that (U, , U,) is a 
forward shock wave; the case where (U, , Ua) is a rarefaction wave is treated 
similarly. Since u is monotone along each shock curve and ua = ui , it is easy 
to see that (Ua , UZ) is a shock wave. Therefore S,(U1) intersects S,( Ua) at U? , 
It follows from the Rankine-Hugoniot condition that S,( Ci,) is a reflection of 
Sa( U,) through the line u = u0 . Thus S,( Ua) meets Sa( Ur) at some point U, and 
(us , U& = (ul , Lr2), , (U, , U,), = (U, , UJ, . Since the shock curves 
depend continuously on its initial points, it follows easily from the mean value 
theorem that (2.4) holds. Estimate (2.5) is a consequence of the strict mono- 
tonicity of p along shock waves. QED. 
3. EXISTENCE 
We first describe briefly an approximate scheme which is a modification of 
Glimm scheme, [I], suitable for incorporating the boundary condition (1.3). 
Choosemesh lengths r and s so that r/s is bounded and larger thanmax(-@‘p!&~)r/a. 
For any given eqzzidistributed sequence {a,) in (- 1, 1) (see Liu [4]), the approsi- 
mate solution &(x, t) is constructed inductively as follows: We first set 
UT@, 0) = u&9, (i - 1)~ < x < (i + 1)~ (3.1) 
for each i odd. Suppose that Ur(x, t) has been defined for t <js. Then we set 
UJx, js) = U,((i -t: 1 + a,)r, js - 0), is, < x < (i + 2)r, (3.2) 
for i = 0, 1, &2, f3 ,..., i + j even. To satisfy the boundary condition (1.3) 
we set 
~~(0, t) = u,(O, js - 0) + g (p,(-0, js - 0) - p,(+O, js - 0) if 1 is even _. ’ 
= u,(O, js - 0) if j is odd, 
(3.3) 
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if j is odd, (3.4) 
forjs < t < (j + 1)s. It is easy to see that there is an unique way to resolve the 
discontinuities at (in, js), % +- j even, with the given data (3.1) N (3.4). Thus 
U,(x, t) consists of elementary waves forjs < t < (j + 1)s. 
The xt-plane consists of diamonds LJ~ with center (ir, js) and vertices 
((i + %I)+, (j - l)s), ((i + 1 + aj)r, is>, ((i + aj+&, (9 + l)s), i -t j even, 
i + 0, and triangles L& , j even? with vertices (0, (j + l)s), ((cz, f l)r, js), 
(0, (j - 1)s). An I-curve is a space-like curve connecting vertices of the above 
form. An I-curve J2 is an immediate successor of the I-curve Jr if they pass 
through the same vertices except two and Jz lies toward larger time than Jl . If 
the waves entering the diamond A = di,i are solutions of Riemann problems 
(U, , U,) and (U, , U,.), then we denote by 
the amount of interaction and cancellation in A. Suppose that the strength of 
the wave entering the triangle A = A, is 8. Then we set 
Q&l) = 1 0 14, H(A) = 8. 
For each j = even, we let 
Bj = ~(0, js + 0) - u(js - 0), 
Pj = p(-0, js - 0) - $J(+O, js - 0). 
(3.7) 
It follows from (2.4) that 
p( M, js + 0) = P( I@? & - 0) f DzBj - Dsff(n+j), (3.8) 
and so 
Pj+p = Pj - 2D,Bj - Ds(W-d - W,)). P-9 
Consequently we have from (3.3) and (3.9) 
Pj+z = 1 - A 
i 
4D,s 
m 1 
Pi - D3(H(AJ - ET@,)). (3.11) 
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THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the total oariation T. I,*. of the initial data (i 2) 
is sz$icienti$ small. Then the free piston problem (1. I) h (1.3) has a global solution. 
U(s, t) = (u(x, t), D(X, t), E(x, t)) which satisJies 
total var {U(., t)] --co < x < oo} < const T.\-., (3.12) 
total var (~(0, .)I t > 0) < comt T.V., (3.13) 
total var (P(*O, .) f 3 O> < const T.V. (3.14) 
for some comtant depending on@ OFZ the system (1 .I). 
Proof. In below 01, p and y respectively denote the strength of backward 
waves, contact discontinuities- and forward waves. We denote by & / 0: j the 
summation over all backward waves which cross the I-curve J, etc. The portion 
of J which lies in I\’ > 0 (x < 0) is denoted by Jr (Jr). For each I-curx-e J 
passing through (0, js), we define a nonlinear functional F(J) as follows: 
!mn = c 0 aB 19 LX and ,!3 interacting waves‘, 
Jr1 
+~~h4(I4+/P% 01 and y, and ,B and y interacting 
JL 
waves), 
ON) = c (I O1 I
Jt 
3 f 2 / fl 1”) + 6 F (I LXX’ 1 (I DI i + j aa’ I), a and a’ 
interacting showk waves + 12 F {I yy’ 1 (i ;/ j + j y‘ i), 
1 
y and y’ interacting shock waves>, 
Q?(J) = C (i/3? /, ,B and y interacting waves> 
Jr 
+2~04 uPi+ Irl>, a and /3, and 01 and y interacting 
x waves,, 
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Q,‘(J) = 112 I 01 I3 + I B I’) + 6 c (1 PP’ I (I P I + It@’ IIt Jr J,. 
/I and /3’ interacting shock waves} 
+ 12 c il m’ I (I rx I + Ia’ I), a: and 01’ interacting shock waves}, 
where n/r, , i = 1, 2, 3, are constants to be determined later. To prove the exis- 
tence of the solution and the estimate (3.12) it suffices to show that for any 
I-curve J there exists a constant depending only on the system (1.1) such that 
F(J) < const T.V. (3.16) 
(see [I, 41). This estimate is proved by induction. Suppose that J2 is an immediate 
successor of Jr and (3.16) holds for J1. 
When J1 and J2 sandwich triangles 4 ij and 01 3 H(4,) /3 = H(4+j), then 
we have from (3.5) and (3.15) 
UJ,) --UJ,) G -W-3 + ])I P I + WI P I2 + 4 I t% I
Lr(Jz) -h(Jd G t-fi43 + l)l 01 I + O(l)1 a I2 + 4 I Pi I 
QdJ4 + QdJd G Qz(Jl> + QdJd + WAJd 
x (I 01 I + I P I + O(l)1 01 IS 
+ O(l)@ I2 + 4 I isj I), 
and from (3.10) and (3.1 I), 
L*U2) - L*Ul) = I pj+2 I - I pj I 
<WP--I---4lt’Jl. 
(3.18) 
Thus it follows from (3.15), (3.17) and (3.18) that 
+ I P I[-% + 2 + O(l)1 B I + nir,Q .+ M2F(J,) 
x (1 + W>l B I)1 
+ I Bj I rF-2DzM1-t 34 + ~dV’(J,II~ (3.19) 
We note that Dj , i = I, 3, 2, are bounded and positive. Therefore for any M2 , 
M,F(Jd <1, (3.20) 
we have from induction hypothesis (3.16) for J = Jl that we may choose ill, 
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independent of a: and P(J,) so that the third term on the right hand side of 
(3.19) is nonpositive. With MI so chosen, we may choose I& large enough that 
the remaining terms are also nonpositive. Thus we have 
F(Jd G F(Jd (3.21) 
When J1 and Jz sandwich a diamond 4, a direct calculation using Theorem 2.1 
and (3.15) shows that 
which is nonpositive if Ma is large enough and F(J,) is sufficiently small. It is 
noted that if T.V. is small then (3.16) for J = J1 implies that F( J1) is small and 
(3.20) holds. This completes the proof of (3.16). 
We now prove estimates (3.13) and (3.14) for any 0 < t < t’, we define 
HA4 t’) = c I W4+,)l, Hz(t, f’) = % I H(4-j)\, (3.22) 
tq;s<t’ t<is$t’ 
H(t, f’) = N,.(f, t’) + N,(t, t’). 
Z(f) = B(js) - MH(js) + & 1 Pj /. (3.23) 
i 
where M is a large constant and D is the minimum of 5, (see Lemma 2.2).V2:e 
have from (3.9) - (3.11) 
Z(j t 2j - Z(j) < I Bj I - MCI H(4-j)l + I H(d+j)l) 
+ & L-20, I Bj I + 4(/ W4-,;)I f I W4+i)l)l 
< -M + 2D 
( *) ((H(4-j)l t I H(4~j)l)> 
which is nonpositive if M is large. Therefore we have 
Since B(m) = total var {u(O, t)\ t 2 01, it follows from (3.15) and (3.16) that 
H(+co) < const T.V., H(+cG) -3s H(0, ‘co), (3.25) 
and (3.13) holds. Finally, the estimate (3.14) follows from (3.9), (3.24) and 
(3.25). This completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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4. GLOBAL INTERACTIONS 
In what follows we will deal with wave interactions in the quadrant x > 0, 
t > 0. Analogous statements hold also for the other quadrant .?c < 0, t 2 0. 
For a region fl of diamonds, we set 
Q(4 = C SW, C(A) = c C(d). 
4s.4 4SA 
Let &+(A) and E,-(Al), i = 1, 3, respectively denote the amount of i-rarefaction 
waves and i-schock waves entering /l. The amount of waves leaving A is denoted 
by&*(A). For an I-curve J, we denote by X,(J) the amount of waves crossing J. 
As the approximate solutions converge to the exact solution the quantities 
Li%, Ei*, Q and C converge in the w * topology for measure. The quantities 
Qr(t), Xi’(t), etc., are the limiting values of Qp(JT), Xi(JT), etc., as Jr converges 
to the horizontal line time = t. We also set 
xi(t) = xi+(t) + I Wt)l, i = 1, 2, 3, 
X(t) = i xi(t). 
i=l 
An i-generalized characteristic curve xi [2] is a Lipschitz continuous curve 
with i-shock or i-rarefaction speed, i = 1, 3. Only i-waves .produced by interac- 
tion may cross an i-characteristic curve. 
Suppose that i-characteristics x> and xi2 do not meet IV = 0 between t = tl 
and t = t, . Let fl be a region between these curves. Then it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 and (3.5) that 
L,*(A) = E,+(A) F C,(A) + O(1) Q(A). (4.1) 
Through the point (0, t) and (x0 , t), x,, > 0, respectively we draw x3 and x1 . 
When x1 hits x = 0 at time t’ we continue it by a forward characteristic $& . We 
denote by E;I’ the amount of l-waves between (x,, , t) and (0, t) and Ysr the 
amount of 3-waves between xa and f3 at time = t” > t’, and A the bounded 
region between these curves. Then it follows from Theorem 2.1, Lemma 2.2, 
and (3.22) that 
ff,(t, t’> < Yl” + O(l) Q(4 (4.2) 
YIP < YIT + O(l)(W, t’) + (Hr(t, t’)F’ + O(1) Q(4). 
e Yl”(l + O(l)E;“) + O(l)@(t, t’) + Q(4). (4.3) 
LEhfnra 4.1. Suppose that the total variation T.V. of the initial data (1.2) is 
small. Let x3 be characteristic through (0, t”) and A be any region between time = 
t’ < t” and x3 . Thm 
Q,(A) < IQ,,.(t) + O(1) B(t’, t”) H(t’, t”). (4.4) 
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Proof. For each I-curve Jr through (0, t) we set 
qJ-, = Q.r(Jr) + wq4 0-J) ff@, a))>), 
where M is a large constant. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have 
if Jz and J1 sandwich a diamong A. When Jz and J1 sandwich a triangle d, then 
ZCJ,) - z(Jd G 0. 
Summing up the above inequalities over all A in fl, we obtain the estimate (4.4). 
O.E.D. 
We set 
P(t) = lp(O, t - 0) -p(O, t -j- O)l. 
Applying (3.11) repeatedly we have 
P(f) < e- co(t’-t)‘~~p(t) + O(1) H(t, t’), t’ > t , 
for some positive constant C, . Similar to 3.23) and (3.24) we have 
(4.5) 
R(t, t’) = O(l)(P(t) - P(t’) + H(t, t’j). (4.6) 
Remark, Suppose that the initial data (1.2) is constant for ! x 1 large and 
system (1.1) is linear, i.e. Q = 0. Then it follows from (4.2) that H(L, ~0) = 0 
for t large. Thus (4.5) and (4.6) imply that the acceleration of the piston decays 
exponentially and the limiting velocity of the piston depends on the initial data. 
But the system is nonlinear and as will be shown in the next section because of 
the nonlinear interaction, the acceleration decays only at algebraic rates. On the 
other hand, the limiting behavior of the free piston depends only on the values 
of the initial data at x = &tcc. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
In this section we assume that the initial data (1.2) satisfy 
U(x, 0) = UI for x(-N 
= u, for x>!V 
(5.1) 
for some constant states U, and U,. and a positive constant N. Our purpose is 
to show that the asymptotic behavior of the pressure and the velocity of the 
gases depends only on the states (uz , p,) and (Us , p,.). 
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Through the point (N, 0)(--N, 0)) we draw a forward characteristic x,. : 
x = q(t) (backward characteristic xI : x = q(t)). Because of (5.1) we have 
steady state solution in the region not between xE and x,. (cf. (1.1)): 
U(x, t) = u, 
= u,. 
for x: < x,(t) 
for x: > q.(t). 
(5.2) 
Given any T > N, there exists a positive constant C > 1 independent of T 
such that the backward characteristic xti through (xr(C'-IT), Cj-lT),j = 1, 2,..., 
meet x = 0 before time = CjT. Consider the region dj bounded by x = 0, 
xrj, time = Cj-lT. Since there is no backward wave crossing x,. , we have 
from (4.1) 
Xl'(CjT) = O(l)Q(Ldj) (5.3), 
where Xlr(CjT) denotes the amount of backward waves crossing t = CjT, 
s > 0. It follows from (3.15), (4.4) and (5.3) that 
Q,.(CjT) = Q,"(PT)+ QTd(CjT) 
= Q,"(CjT) + 0(1)~Q(Aj) (5.4)j 
= Q,"(CjT) + O(1) GH,(Cj-lT, CjT)+ O(1) cQ,(O-lT) 
where E is the total amount of waves at time CT. It was shown in Theorem 3.1 
that 
E < const T.V. 
We have from (4.2) and (5.3) that 
H,(Cj-lT, CjT) < X;'(C'-lT)+ O(1) Q(&) 
= O(l)[Q,.(Cj-aT)+ &,(Cj-2T, Cj-IT)]. 
(5.5) 
It follows from (5.4),-r and (5.5) that 
Q,(CjT) = Qrs(CjT)+ O(1) cQv(Cj-lT) 
+ (0(1))2[Q(C~--2T) + (O(l)E) H,.(PzT, C+lT)] 
= Qr"(CjT)+ O(1) EQ,.~(C~-~T) 
+ (O(I)E)~[Q~(C'-"T)+ (O(~)E) Ifr(Cj-2T, WIT)]. 
Inductively we have 
Q,(PT) = 'f (O(~)E)~---j Q,,."(CjT)+ (O(l)+' Qr(T). (5.6) 
i=l 
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k-2 
H,(PlT, I?) == O(1) c (o(l)E)=-j &(CjT) 
j=l 
(5.7) 
k-2 
= O(1) c (o(l)E)=j Q,.s(CjT). 
j=l 
Xli(CkT) == O(l)[Qr(PIT) + EH(PlT, CV)] (5.8) 
L-l 
= x (o(l)E)“‘--l-j Q,“(C’T). 
j=l 
Similar estimate holds also for 0,. 
THEOREM 5.1. SUppose that (U, p)(X, 0) = (Ul , p,) = (-Ur fpr) for 1 X 1 > X 
and the total variation T.V. of the kitial data (1.2) is s?lzaEl. Then 
(i) the total amount of f onward (backnoavd) zuaves X3’(t)(XIE(t)) the 
quadrant x > 0 (N < 0) at time t decaJ)s at the rate t-l/“, 
(ii) the total amount of backward (fonuard) waves XIz(t)(X3’(t)) in the 
guadyant s > 0 (x < 0) at time t decays at the rate t-3!2, 
(iii) the amount of interaction Q(t) decaw at tRe rate te3ia, 
(iv) the acceleration of the free piston P(t) = / p(-0, t) - p(+O, t)i decays 
at the rate tF’ie, 
(v) the velocity ~(0, t) and pressures p( 10, t) around the piston converges to 
(zll , p2) = (ur ) p,.) at the rate te3p2 as t tends to injkit~~. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. We will show that for some positive T 
there exists sequences {I&}, (L,}, (mJ, wz = I, 2,... such that 
mas{X,“(t), XIL(t)> < K,t-l!P for t < CmT, (5.9) 
Q(t) < L,J3!‘, for f < CJnT, (5-W, 
P(t) = O(1) Lrntr3/2, for t < C1,zT WO)2 
r;=, = Kn1-1(2C)o(1)ym-~ [l + o(l)y,,I-l + O(I) 2P’ ‘W’5], (5.11) 
Li = O(l)(Kd3, (5.12j 
Y,ni-1 d 2-1’10Yr7n < 1, (5.13) 
where O(I) is independent of nz. It follows from (5.11) N (5.13) that I( .= 
EK,,, L =limL,, exist and are finite. Thus (i) .w (iv) of the theorem 
foilows from (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10). To start the induction we set 
T > <-11!15(1\T + I), Kl = eTW, (5.14) 
so that (5.9) holds for fn = 1. We note from (4.2) and (5.6) h (5.8) that 
CJ(tj + Xl’(f) + X3(t) = O(1)c3 for t large. S imilarly it follows from (4.5) that 
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P(t)‘= O(I)E~ for t large. Thus (5.10) holds if we choose L, according to (5.12) 
and (5.14) and replace U(X, t) by U(X, t + to) for some large to . Suppose that 
(5.9) - (5.13) hold for ?lz = q. We set 
T, = (K,C*T)“‘s, yq = KpT,-“’ (5.15) 
so that for E small 
m=+wh X3@)) G Ycf for T, < t < CqT, 
$2(t) + W < LK3y,3 d LK-“r, 
= w)Y,3 for T, < t < PT. 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
As a consequence of (4.2), (4.6) and (5.17) we have 
w, a> 5 fw, a) + xl’(t) = W)Yq3 for T, < t < CQT. (5.18) 
Through (0, T,) we draw a forward characteristic ,v3 . We denote by D3(t) the 
distance between x3 and xr at time t. Let Y3*(t) be the amount of forward shock 
and rarefaction waves between x3 and xr at time t. The following estimate on the 
expansion of rarefaction waves may be found in [2, 31. 
Y3+(t> < +j& + 00) (ZdTq). (5.19) 
4 
Suppose that x3 meets x = xr(Tq) at time t *. The amount of contact discon- 
tinuity in the region left of x: = x,.(T,) is O(1) Q(T,). Since shock curves are 
second order tangent to the rarefaction curves at the initial point and U, p are 
constant across contact discontinuities, the above observation and (5.16), (5.17), 
(5.18) yield 
(w p)(+O, t*) EJ73vA) + W)YD3> 
where I? is the projection of R, on the up-plane. Similarly we have 
We note that 
24-0, t”) = u(f0, t”), P(--0, t) = p(+O, t) + O(l)Yq3. 
Because U,. = U, we have from the above three inequalities and (5.18) that 
for T, < t < CUT 
P(M, 4 = 2% + o(l)Y*3~ 
(5.20) 
@4 t) = uz + O(l)YQ3, 
yy+(t) + y3-(t) = O(l)Yq3. (5.21) 
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Similarly for (.xa(t), t) on x3 , t > t*, 
U(x3(t), t) - u, + O(l)y,3. (5.22) 
Since x3 and x.,. propagate with shock or characteristic speed and shock speed is 
approximated by the characteristic speed, (4.1), we have from the above estimate 
and (5.16) that 
dD,(t) - = ~(u(.~,.(t - 0, t), u,j - u(U~ , u(~,(t) + 0, t)) 
dt 
i- OU)YQ3 
= (& + O(1) I Str x3 + Str xr 9 I Str x3 + Str xr I 
+ O(l)% 
= (8 + O(1) Y3-(t)) Y3-(t) + O(l)y3 
< &($ + O(l)y,) K*t-1Q + O(l)y,3, T, < t < C”T, (5.23) 
where Str x3 is the amount of forward shock wave contained in x3 at time t. 
Integrating (5.23) from T, to CQT, we have 
D,(CQT) < l/4(1 + O(l)y,) K,[(C”T)lI” - (T$p] + O(1) yc3PT + O(l)a,. 
(5.24) 
On the other hand, we have from (5.19) and (5.21) 
y < (& + O(l)yJ Y,+(t) + OUlY, 
< (4 f O(l)Y,j * + O(l)YQ3. 
4 
This is a linear inequality. We integrate it from C@T to t, CUT ,< t < C’@+lT and 
use (5.24) (5.19), (5.21) to obtain 
(5.25j 
Since the amount of shock and rarefaction waves between ,xX and .x = 0 is 
O(1)yQ3 because of (4.3), (5.17) and (5.18), we have from the above inequality 
that XT(t), the total amount of forward and backward waves in 3c > 0 at time t, 
C*T < t & Cq+lT, is bounded by the right hand side of (5.25). Similar estimate 
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holds also for X,(t). Straightforward calculations using (5.14) and (5.15) show 
that for CG” < t < CqftT 
y,13 = O(l) ~,p/“p52-“/10, 
max{X,(t), X,(t)> < KqtF113(l + O(l)y, + O(1) 2-*!10~1’5)(2C)o(1)y~. 
This proves (5.9) and (5.11) for m = q + 1. Estimate (5.13) follows easily 
from (5.11) and (5.15). We now prove (5.10) and (5.12) for m = q + 1. We have 
from (5.8) and (5.9) and (5.10) f - or m = q that for CQT < t < Cq+lT 
Q(t) = 2 (O(l)+-j(Xa’(C’T))a 
i=l 
+ 2 (O(I)E)Q-‘(X;‘(C~T))~ + (O(~)E)* Q(T) 
j=l 
= gl (O(1)E)qK,(CjT)-1~a]3 
+ $ (O(l)+jG ( iI (0( I)e)j-l-” L,(C”1.)-3/2) 
= [O(l)(&)” + O(1) 2L,J(Cq+1T)-3’“. (5.26) 
If E is so small that 
O(l)E” < $ (5.27) 
then we may choose O(1) in (5.10), to be larger than twice the coefficient of 
(Kq)3 on the right hand side of (5.26) so that (5.10), holds for m = q + 1. We 
have from (4.5), (5.7) and (5.10)1 for m = q that 
P(C*+‘T) = e -Co=P(CaT) + O(1) L,(CQT)-3’“. (5.28) 
Similar to (5.26) and (5.27), if we choose T so large that 
O(l)e-CoT < 4 (5.29) 
and O(1) in (5.10), larger than O(1) on the right hand side of (5.28), then (5.10), 
follows from (5.28). Finally (v) of the theorem follows from (5.9) and (5.10) 
(cf. (5.20)). This completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Since the velocity and the pressure are constant across any contact discon- 
tinuity, (i), (ii) of the above theorem imply that (u, p)(z, t) tends pointwisely to 
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(% I P7 = (u,. ? PJ at the rates t-11”. As a consequence of the results on decay, 
the solution converges also to traveling waves and N-waves in &-norm (cf. 
Liu [3]). 
In general when (ul , p,) # (u,. , pl.), we may find states L!,n. and 17, so that 
( LTl , Um)(( u,i > U,)) is a backward (forward) wave for the equation of state 
x < 0, (x > 0) and (u,, ,pm) = (u, , p,). We note that the solution U*(s, t) 
oftheRiemannlikeproblem(1.1),(1.3),(1.4) consists of backward wave (U, , C!,)) 
and forward wave (U,n , U,). The following theorem, whose proof is omitted, 
can be proved using the techniques in the proof of the above theorem along with 
those of Liu [3]. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that the initial data (1.2) have small total variation 
T.V. Then the free piston problem (1.1) - (1.3) has a global solution U(xI t) sucA 
that as t texds to injinity (i) if (U, , U,,) and (U, , U,) are both rarefaction waves, 
then the amount of shock waves X-(t) and interactions Q(t) in U(x, t) decays at tlze 
rate t-3P , (u, p)(x, t) approaches (u*, p*) (x, t) at the rate t-l:” and ( p(*O, t), 
~(0, t) approaches (u, , p,J = (u, ? p,,J at the rate t-3fi, (ii) if (CL , Um) and 
(U, , Ur) are both shock waves, then lJ(x, t), t large, contains t.wo shock waves 
which approach (U, , U,) and (U, , U,,.) at the rate te2+@ and outside these skock 
waves the solution approaches traveling waves at the rate t-“fe sohere B is a small 
constalzt which goes to zero as T.V. goes to zero, and, (iii) if (VI ? U,,) is a shock 
wave and (U, , Ur) is a rarefaction zuave, then Q(t), X+(tj, and X,,-(t) approach 
zero at the rate tp3p2. Furthermore, in x < 0, U(N, t), t large, contains a shock 
wave which approaches (U, , U,,,) at the rate t+F”, and in x > 0, (u, p)(x, t) tends 
to (u*; p*)(x, t) at the rate t-l!“. Similar statement holds also for the case where 
(U, , O;J is a rarefaction wave and (Us , Ur) is a shock wave. 
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